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A LETTER TO OUR SUPPORTERS
Dear Buskaid Supporters
Greetings to you all and many apologies for the
long silence!
As 2008 draws to a close we are sending you a
very overdue news update. As always we have
been so busy creating the news that there never
seems to be a spare moment to write about it;
once again, as you will read below, we’ve been
exceptionally occupied both in South Africa and
abroad, and there is a great deal to report since
we last wrote to you.

STOP PRESS! Just as we were on the
point of sending out this newsletter we received
the amazing news that Kabelo Monnathebe and
Tiisetso Mashishi have been awarded Diplomas
of The Associated Board of the Royal Schools
of Music, both of them attaining Distinctions.
We are told that worldwide there is only a one
third pass rate, and that in our region (Gauteng)
this year just ten candidates (not all of whom
passed) sat this very rigorous performance
exam. This is an extraordinary achievement
both for these two students and for Buskaid.

The past 18 months have seen us
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

travel to the UK to play in the BBC Proms,
undertake a major tour of New Zealand,
present eleven concerts in South Africa,
play a total of 27 ‘gigs’ in and around
Johannesburg,
introduce eight new ( junior) members into
the senior ensemble,
present 24 very successful candidates for
ABRSM examinations,
enter four students - of whom two won their
category - for a local music competition,
present a three-day teaching workshop in
Johannesburg,
BBC Proms © Chris Christodoulou
accept a further 20 or so beginners into
the project,
teach upwards of five thousand hours,
reach television audiences of millions with
Mark Kidel’s highly acclaimed documentary
Soweto Strings,
record additional tracks for our new CD,
win a prestigious local arts award,
host large numbers of visitors to the music school,
receive further assistance from loyal sponsors and
welcome some new friends, supporters and sponsors.

We hope that you will enjoy reading about these events and the
considerable achievements of our talented young students.
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Buskaid’s BBC Prom début with Dance for All - July 2007
The majority of you know all about our wonderfully successful Prom
début last July. Apart from the buzz and excitement of playing in the
Royal Albert Hall in the presence of a huge, enthusiastic audience
(as well as a vast ‘live’ TV audience), in the aftermath we basked
in the glory of unanimously positive reviews from all the major UK
press publications. (These may be viewed at the end of this letter.)
Immediately preceding the Prom we also performed different
baroque repertoire for a BBC Showcase, presented by Edward
Blakeman, BBC Radio 3’s Editor of Live Music, with Sir John Eliot
Gardiner in attendance, which was extremely well received by a
sizeable Albert Hall ‘pre-Prom’ audience.
Our main performance halfway through the Prom’s second half,
which was devoted entirely to the music of Rameau, consisted of
dances from Platée and Hippolyte et Aricie, featuring the four
dancers from Dance for All (with whom we had already collaborated
so successfully in Paris), joined by our own Teboho Semela and
Nathi Ngcobo. For logistical reasons it had been decided that we
should perform in the middle of the arena. As we entered the Hall
we were greeted by a huge roar from the audience. During the next
fifteen minutes or so our musicians and dancers gave a wonderfully
free, energetic, yet disciplined account of the dozen or so dances
we had chosen. A further roar of approval and a standing ovation
followed. Then, with only seconds to spare, we quickly moved on to
the main stage to join the English Baroque Soloists and Monteverdi
Choir for the remaining extracts. The whole evening finished with an
exuberant flurry of song and dance from Act 3 of Les Boréades.
As one critic so eloquently wrote, ‘By the time all the performers
came together for the final contredanses… a sort of ecstasy had
swept over the auditorium…’
Not only was this Prom selected as one of the best, midway through
the season, but at the end of 2007 it was chosen, alongside that of
the Simon Bolivar Youth Orchestra, as one of the Daily Telegraph’s
musical highlights of the year. We are indebted to Sir John Eliot
Gardiner for involving Buskaid so imaginatively in this project and to
the BBC for inviting us to participate in the Proms. We especially
appreciated the kindness we were shown by Rosemary Gent and
her BBC staff and the support we received from the Monteverdi
office. We should also like to acknowledge Xstrata for their
generous sponsorship of our visit, and Riitta Hirvonen (Monteverdi’s
General Manager) for raising this sponsorship on our behalf.
Other very generous supporters (including Hoare’s Bank who kindly
donated their Albert Hall Box) are acknowledged later in this letter.

Rehearsing with Sir John
Eliot Gardiner

Buskaid’s performance
BBC Proms © Chris Christodoulou

© Chris Christodoulou

Mexican wave from
Monteverdi Choir
© Chris Christodoulou

Buskaid & Dance for All in
front of the Royal Albert Hall
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Visit to New Zealand - December 2007
Less than six months later, after a few weeks’ break to accommodate
school exams, we met to rehearse for another tour – this time to New
Zealand as guests of Chamber Music New Zealand to perform in their
Encompass series. We were joined by Samson Diamond and Kabelo
Motlhomi, both of whom had just flown across from Manchester, as
well as by the Dance for All team who joined us from Cape Town.
Two days later we gathered at the Music School to leave for OR Tambo
airport (in a stately convoy of five minivans!) and 30 hours later, at
around midnight on 4th December, we touched down in Auckland.

Manakau schools concert

Overcoming their jetlag and general end-of-year fatigue, our young
musicians acquitted themselves wonderfully well at the first concert,
to a rapturous reception from the Auckland Town Hall audience - which
included the (now former) Prime Minister of New Zealand, The Right
Honourable Helen Clark - as well as from a large ‘live’ radio audience.
The first of our warm Kiwi welcomes had begun!
Since the Buskaid Project is considered in New Zealand (and in many
other countries) to be an ideal example of the value of instrumental
training programmes in less privileged communities, we were asked to
give some schools concerts in the low socio-economic suburb
of Manakau, South Auckland. At these concerts, attended by
elementary and secondary school pupils, our students, particularly the
boys, were accorded a popstar-like reception. Many of the youngsters
were themselves learning instruments and were particularly taken by
the Ensemble’s Kwela arrangements. The second concert finished with
a Haka performed by ebullient young members of the audience.
Euan Murdoch recently informed us that there are a number of
initiatives which have been influenced as a result of our visit, and
string teaching has now been introduced into some of those projects
whose students attended our concerts.
A further five very successful public concerts, almost all to capacity
audiences, all of whom gave us standing ovations, took place in the
Hawkes Bay Opera House, Wellington Town Hall, Te Papa Tongarewa
Museum, and finally - in New Plymouth, Taranaki - the TSB Theatre and
the beautiful outdoor setting of Pukekura Park: our last New Zealand
performance. This concert, for a vast audience, was perhaps the most
moving of the entire tour as we were joined by the wonderfully named
Māori concert party, The Dave Hare Kapa Haka Group, with whom
there was the most natural and spontaneous musical interaction.
Afterwards we wandered through the magical gardens, lit up by a
creative display for the annual TSB Bank’s ‘Festival of Lights’.

Te Papa Tongarewa

Pukekura audience

Buskaid & Māori concert
group

This visit to New Zealand was organised in its entirety by Chamber
Music New Zealand, whose CEO Euan Murdoch is one of our
greatest supporters, having worked with our students on a number
of occasions. Funding for the tour was principally provided by
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the New Zealand Government – through its Cultural Diplomacy
International Programme - to promote cultural exchange between
New Zealand and South Africa. The NZ Government’s enlightened
view of the Arts and in particular of their relevance in less privileged
communities may best be summed up by Helen Clark’s message to
our audiences : ‘The inclusiveness which underpins the (Buskaid)
programme demonstrates that the creative arts are not an elite activity
but a fundamental part of life.’

Learning the Haka

As recipients of the NZ Government’s generosity we were shown
great hospitality wherever we performed, and even given an official
reception, hosted by Helen Clark, at the ‘Beehive’ – NZ’s Parliament
building in Wellington. In other centres, Mayoral welcomes and official
receptions were also the order of the day and our young musicians
fulfilled their role as ambassadors for their country, not only on the
stage, but also through these interactions.
I cannot resist a brief reference to the amazing boutique hotel which
was my ‘home’ during our stay in Auckland. Mollies is owned and run
by a musician friend of mine with whom I played (in my father’s youth
orchestra in Auckland) many decades ago! My luxury stay there was
wholly sponsored by Mollies and I cannot recommend it enough to
anyone who would like to be pampered and spoilt - and loves opera!

............................................................................................................
PERFORMANCES IN SOUTH AFRICA
It is of course crucial that we perform for local audiences, and as part
of last year’s 10th Anniversary celebrations we chose Heritage Day,
24th September for our major public concert. A festive atmosphere
prevailed in the Linder Auditorium - which was totally sold out thanks
to Classic fM, our generous media sponsor - as four soloists emerged
from the Ensemble to play challenging mainstream works, including
the virtuosic first movement of the Haydn Cello Concerto (Innocentia
Diamond), a fine reading of Kreisler’s Praeludium and Allegro (Kabelo
Motlhomi), an exciting interpretation of the Hungarian Fantasy by Franz
Lehàr (Simiso Radebe) and a virtuoso rendition of Saint-Saëns’
Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso (Samson Diamond). We also
included the BBC Proms Rameau programme with the four dancers
from Dance for All, whom we had flown up from Cape Town. Other
repertoire included an overture by Chevalier St Georges, the 18th
century French composer known as the ‘Black Mozart’, and some
string pieces by Edward Grieg in honour of his centenary. (Most of this
programme was later repeated in New Zealand.) I still recall how proud
I felt ten years ago at our first ‘stand-alone’ Linder concert when the
Ensemble played arrangements of jigs and reels; at that stage nobody
could have foreseen quite such dramatic progress!

Linder Auditorium
Anniversary concert

Innocentia’s cadenza
Photos Pierre du Toit
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The beginning of 2008 was a difficult time for many of us living in South
Africa. Extensive power cuts and xenophobic attacks in the townships
created a great deal of stress and concern, which affected us all.
In the Music School we were also facing the loss of a number of key
players who left the Ensemble to pursue their careers or study
elsewhere. Dealing with this inevitable process of natural attrition
required a lot of focused commitment to the task of rebuilding some
sections of the Ensemble. But this was also a positive challenge for
the younger, inexperienced students who were now gradually being
introduced into the Ensemble. After the euphoric successes of 2007,
this process required much patience and understanding on the part
of the older students, who, without exception, dedicated themselves
wholeheartedly to supporting their musical ‘siblings’.
As a result, throughout 2008 we have been able to continue giving
regular public and private performances. The first of these took
place in January when we had the honour of playing for the opening
ceremony of the 11th UNISA International Piano Competition for a very
receptive audience of distinguished musicians. At the end of April we
were invited by the French Institute (IFAS) and Alliance Française to
perform extracts from our Rameau programme for their ‘Francophonie’
day. This was an outdoor concert, during which, unusually for April,
it rained solidly. Although our musicians were under cover, the public
was not; we were so popular however that our soaked audience gave
us a fantastic reception! This was also a great chance to renew our
association with IFAS who were so supportive of our trip to
Paris in 2007.
For the past six years, our generous supporters, Leaders Unlimited Korn/Ferry International have hosted a gala event for Buskaid to which
they invite their high profile clients. This year they chose a unique
venue, the conference area of the recently opened Holiday Inn
overlooking The Walter Sisulu Square of Dedication in Kliptown,
Soweto. This is the historic site where, half a century ago, over
3 000 representatives of resistance organisations drew up the
Freedom Charter, in an atmosphere of violence and police harassment.
In contrast our concert, for an audience of all colours and cultures,
took place on a peaceful Sunday afternoon in August, which is
Women’s Month in South Africa. A number of our students’ mothers
were honoured with gifts, and we were presented with a further
extremely generous cheque towards our operating costs from the joint
CEO of Leaders Unlimited, Gusti Coetzer.
A couple of weeks later we played in another historic landmark in
Soweto, the church of Regina Mundi, as participants in a concert
presented by the Ernest Oppenheimer Memorial Trust to mark the
centenary of the birth of Harry Oppenheimer. The EOMT has a proud
history of investing in education and the arts, and has supported the

Gumboot dance in the rain
French Institute

Enthusiastic audience
French Institute

Buskaid Juniors
Leaders Unlimited concert

Leaders Unlimited Concert
© Jack Peters
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tertiary study of two of our students in the UK. I have played and
listened to a very great deal of music in my life, but there is nothing to
beat a massed black choir and a vast ‘rainbow’ orchestra giving of their
all in South Africa’s moving and evocative anthem, Nkosi Sikelel’ i Afrika,
which brought this afternoon to an emotional close.
A very different concert took place exactly a week later. Since our two
Diploma students were learning difficult works by the Jewish composer
Ernest Bloch, I had, earlier in the year, taken a small group of my
students to a Friday evening service at the Greatpark Synagogue in
Johannesburg. Because they were so entranced by the music in the
service, I tracked down a string version of Shabbat Shalom, five
melodies which are part of the Friday evening and Saturday morning
Jewish services. We then offered the Synagogue a concert consisting
entirely of Jewish music. It quickly sold out! At the close of the
performance, at the audience’s request, we repeated the Jewish
melodies, and in response to my invitation that they join in and sing with
us, a great wave of sound welled up in the room. Many people in that
audience were elderly – some in their 80s. Our youngest performer was
nine years old. In its own small way it was another example of how, in
this extraordinary country, people of entirely different cultures, age and
race can create moments of great symbolism, which have a profound
and memorable impact on all present.
We decided to present our final and principal public concert for
2008 (October 11) in a slightly more modest venue than usual, Holy
Trinity Braamfontein. We chose this lovely Catholic Church in downtown
Jo’burg, because we love its atmosphere and acoustic. Sadly there
are still misgivings about the safety of this part of town and we were
concerned as to whether our usual loyal audience would turn out on a
Saturday night. Thanks mainly to extensive donated advertising on
Classic fM, we played our new programme of Telemann, Vivaldi,
Chevalier St Georges, Ravel, Britten and Rachmaninov to a church full to
bursting. The response from a wonderfully enthusiastic and supportive
audience was a great affirmation of a hard year’s work.

Holy Trinity concert

Khotso & kwela

End of the concert!
Photos Pierre du Toit

............................................................................................................
CORPORATE PERFORMANCES
Some of our expenditure is funded by income from the many corporate
and private ‘gigs’ we undertake in and around Johannesburg and
sometimes further afield. These provide fees for the older students,
which they are encouraged to put towards their studies, as well as
donations to the Buskaid Trust. Since we last wrote to you, the
Ensemble and the sextet have undertaken 27 such events, which
vary from high profile banquets to birthday parties and weddings.
The more unusual of these certainly add colour to our lives.
Build-a-Bear workshop
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Amongst them are our performance alongside dancers dressed as
antelope at the Sasol Springbok Send-off Dinner prior to the Rugby
World Cup, the opening of a new Build-a-Bear Workshop in Pretoria
(especially enjoyed by our younger performers) and an extraordinary
event hosted by the Road Traffic Management Corporation when we
found ourselves playing in a tent at the side of a motorway to entertain
a seemingly infinite number of traffic cops enjoying their breakfast.

............................................................................................................

Playing for Road Traffic
Management event

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
Arts and Culture Trust Award

In October 2007 two senior members, Lesego Mokonoto and
Mathapelo Matabane accepted the ACT Arts Education Project Award
on behalf of Buskaid.

Skin

Early in 2008 we were invited by the renowned film producer/director
Anthony Fabian to record part of the soundtrack for his first full-length
feature film, Skin. As we were in the process of rebuilding some
sections of the Ensemble I was a little hesitant to make such a
commitment, but Tony and the film’s composer, Helen Muddiman were
so encouraging that we accepted this very generous invitation. Skin,
starring Sophie Okonedo and Sam Neill, has premiered in Canada and
the USA and will launch a festival of South African films in Cape Town
in November. The website (below) will give you more insight into this
fascinating true story.

The audience

The venue

St John’s College workshops and concerts

In May of this year I presented workshops at a music conference
organised by St John’s College Johannesburg, one of South Africa’s
top private schools. The focus of these sessions was the teaching of
style in string playing and Buskaid students at all levels illustrated my
talks with musical examples. A couple of months later the Ensemble
gave two very popular concerts for the St John’s boys as part of their
Artsfest programme.

Lesego & Mathapelo
ACT Awards

PH Moore competition

This local music competition is open to all young instrumentalists and
singers in the Gauteng area and for the first time, this year we entered
four of our senior students. Out of 19 competitors in their age category
(16 to 18), including instrumentalists as diverse as guitarists and
clarinettists, two of our violinists made it to the Final, effectively
competing against one another! Kabelo Monnathebe took First Prize
and Simiso Radebe, Second. We were very grateful to pianist Colleen
Mare for accompanying our students in this competition.

St John’s workshop
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Ben Zander

In August we received a visit from the renowned conductor and
motivational speaker Ben Zander, who gave a workshop for our
students in the presence of an enthusiastic audience of Buskaid
supporters at our music school in Soweto. Members of both the
senior and intermediate ensembles responded very positively to his
mixture of musical inspiration and infectious humour. His visit was
very kindly organised for us by Rita Meininghaus, in conjunction
with Ivor Ichikowitz, Chairman of the Paramount Group.

Other visitors

We receive many requests from people of all nationalities to visit the
school and we try to accommodate all of them. This year we welcomed
many individual visitors as well as groups from Australia, Holland,
Germany and the USA. We are also inundated with requests from
young people, often planning their gap year, to come and assist at the
school. Sadly we turn most of these requests down as we find that we
don’t have the infrastructure to support such visits, particularly given
some of the challenges of daily life in Johannesburg. In August of this
year we did however make an exception when we agreed to the visit
of a British music student Richard Jackson who lived in Soweto for
a few weeks, adapting to his new life very easily, and helping our
appreciative students with both music and maths. Richard’s visit was
closely followed by that of children’s author Anthony Robinson who
spent a lot of time in the music school researching for a children’s book
about Buskaid, which will focus on the stories of some of our younger
pupils. Details of its publication will follow in some months’ time.

Crazy

Since 2004 when we recorded the majority of the tracks for our fifth
CD, Crazy, we have been promising to release it and it still hasn’t
happened. In the meantime we have added a number of new tracks,
the most recent of which were recorded in August this year when
Nick Parker came out to SA to produce the final numbers. A curiosity
of this recording is therefore that there are students playing on it who
hadn’t even thought about learning an instrument when many of the
earlier numbers were recorded! Crazy will have instant appeal – it’s a
compilation of ‘classical pops’, Broadway hits and Joplin rags, in
Timothy Kraemer and Bill Thorp’s witty and original arrangements.
We are now in the last stages of production and we promise to keep
our promise this time! Keep a look out on our website in the New Year.

Mathapelo
Crazy recording

Khotso playing the electric
violin

Kabelo & Gift improvising

We also asked Nick to lead some improvisation workshops with as
many students as possible. He brought his electric violin with him and
nearly everyone had a try, with some rather impressive results.
Most classically trained musicians of my generation did not venture
into such daring territory and I think we lack a great deal of musical
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freedom as a result. Nick’s visit sparked a real interest in our
students and revealed many hidden talents, which we hope to
develop in the future, possibly with the purchase of some
electric violins!

Associated Board practical exams – ever more distinctions!

In 2007 we presented 14 students for practical examinations for the
UK’s Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music (ABRSM).
Of these, twelve gained distinctions and two passed with merit.
Subsequently our three Grade 8 candidates, Simiso Radebe,
Tiisetso Mashishi and Kabelo Monnathebe were identified by the
ABRSM as potential scholarship candidates – the only students to
be selected from the whole of Gauteng’s total entry of 1500 young
musicians. A year later we have just received our 2008 results from
the ABRSM. Of our eight candidates, six have gained distinctions
and two, merits. We’re rather proud of the fact that, since 2005, of
the 41 entries we have submitted for these practical exams - the
majority of them for high grades - we have achieved 36 distinctions
and four merits.
An annual feature of run-up to these exams is the candidates’
informal recital which we present at the Music School a few days
before the exams, and which is followed by one of Gladys
Diamond’s legendary African meals. A small but enthusiastic
number of Buskaid friends really enjoy this event, whilst
providing us with an excellent pre-exam audience! We are very
privileged that distinguished South African pianist Jill Richards
who is also the Chair of our Trustees, gives so generously every
year of her time to these very lucky students, who greatly benefit
from her musical partnership with them.

Buhle performs at ABRSM
concert

Cecilia performs at ABRSM
concert

All the ABRSM candidates

Mark Kidel’s documentary Soweto Strings

It is very possible that many of you who are reading a Buskaid
newsletter for the first time are doing so because you became
acquainted with this project through watching Soweto Strings.
Mark visited our school for the first time in August 2005, and thereafter a few more times until the culmination of his documentary - our
visit to Paris in February 2007. We have received dozens of positive
emails as well as donations, both financial and in kind, as a result of
his very sensitive portrayal of our lives in Soweto. The film has been
broadcast six times on BBC 4, and has been or will be shown in
USA, Holland, Canada, Iceland, Finland, Croatia, Poland, Bermuda,
Australia and New Zealand. It has also been nominated, along with
three other feature-length documentaries, for the Grierson 2008
Best Arts Documentary Award. It is never easy to teach and
perform whilst being filmed, neither is it easy to be the invisible but
perceptive ‘fly-on-the-wall’ film-maker. The best compliment we can
pay Mark is that we still miss his presence at Buskaid!

Tumi
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A further exciting development is that, as a result of the very positive
feedback from people who saw the documentary, we have decided to
combine it with the Paris concert into one DVD, which will soon be
available for purchase. This has been made possible through a
handsome donation from Ivor Ichikowitz of the Paramount Group
who has underwritten all the costs involved. We shall of course notify
you of its release.

2007 beginners

............................................................................................................
TEACHING AND STUDENT NEWS
In 2008 we accepted a further intake of beginner violins, cellos and
basses. These little ones are taught initially only in groups and their
classes take place twice a week. Sonja and Gilbert teach the cellos
and basses with help from trainee teachers, Nathi and Buhle, whilst
Keabetswe, Kabelo and Tiisetso and I take the violin class. From time
to time we combine both groups into a beginners’ ensemble of around
twenty children. They are a particularly enthusiastic bunch and the
music school positively bubbles with excitement on Tuesday and Friday
afternoons! Next year we shall start yet another group, bringing the total
number of different levels to five. We are only able to do this because of
our growing number of capable trained assistant teachers. Successful
group teaching requires specific skills which these students have
mastered to the point where they can now take over these classes
and run them themselves.
At the other end of the spectrum, Samson Diamond, who is our first
student to complete a course of overseas study, is now gaining
experience as a freelance orchestral player in the UK. Samson has been
enjoying the excitements of touring internationally to such countries as
Austria, Germany, Brazil, Chile, Argentina, Bermuda and Jamaica with
various groups and orchestras including the Hallé Orchestra and the
Academy of St Martin-in the-Fields.

2008 beginners

2008 cello & bass beginners

2008 violin beginners

Next year we very much hope to give a further two students the
opportunity to study in the UK and to this end, Kabelo Monnathebe
(violin) and Tiisetso Mashishi (viola) will audition at the four London
music colleges in December. Both Kabelo and Tiisetso are waiting for
the results of the ABRSM Diploma exams which they completed in
October.
We’ve greatly missed Nanette Andersen’s Saturday morning Alexander
lessons in 2008 which she had to curtail owing to ill-health, and we hope
she will come back to Buskaid in 2009. We did however welcome
three new part-time teachers this year: Hester Beukes, who took our
advanced theory and aural classes, Wessel Beukes who worked with
our two diploma students on their programme notes, and Christi-Louise
Swanepoel who gave monthly lessons to our more advanced double
bass students.
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SOME SAD NEWS
Phyllis Spira

Throughout 2007 we greatly enjoyed our continuing collaboration
with the four dancers from the remarkable Cape Town-based dance
project Dance for All (DfA ). Early in 2008 we were devastated to
learn of the death of Phyllis Spira, who with her husband Philip Boyd
founded and directed DfA. Phyllis and Philip came over to London
for the Prom concert; during their visit Phyllis sustained a bad fall.
Her premature death was the result of complications from the
injury she suffered. Phyllis has been widely mourned in South Africa
where she was a beloved and pivotal artist in the world of ballet
and dance.

Daniel Mashishi

In June 2008, after suffering much ill health, our very loyal driver
Daniel Mashishi died, to our great sorrow. We all miss Daniel so
much and wish he were still here to watch his son Tiisetso, our
principal viola player, go from strength to strength.

FUNDING SUPPORT 2007/8
None of our achievements and successes could have happened without
a steady flow of financial support; this of course is an ongoing challenge
for all of us trying to build sustainable music programmes. We are
addressing one vital aspect of sustainability through our teacher-training
programme. Now more than ever, in the current difficult global financial
climate, we have to find a way to create a secure financial future for
the Buskaid Project.
After eleven years of raising money for Buskaid I have to admit that I’ve
experienced many moments of fundraising fatigue. But I am continually
encouraged by the fact that the support we do receive comes with much
goodwill from people who have a genuine desire to help us develop and
sustain this project. This can vary from generous donations of instruments
and money made by well-wishers after the Prom and the documentary, to
more substantial sponsorships. Whatever its monetary value, every single
donation is received with great appreciation.
In particular we acknowledge the Annenberg Foundation which last year
gave us a second very generous grant towards our core activities;
William Kentridge whose wholly unsolicited gift to Buskaid from an
auction of his artworks in the USA has been of substantial help; the UK
Trustees chaired by Andrey Kidel, whose untiring efforts have generated
meaningful amounts from UK Trusts such as Linbury and Wingate;
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the Redefine Income Fund in South Africa which is generously supporting
us for a second year; our former sponsor Siemens, which has made a
three-year commitment to help us once again; the USA Trustees – in
particular James Halliday, who has just run his fourth New York marathon
for Buskaid; the sponsors already mentioned in this letter, and all the
donors and sponsors listed below.
Although this letter comes from all of us - staff, Trustees and students –
connected with Buskaid - I would like to acknowledge personally a few
people in South Africa who have really made a difference throughout this
fairly complex year: Sara Gon, Nicola Danby, Pierre du Toit and a few
key people at KPMG who have all given freely of their time and advice,
our highly organised administrator Anne Bull, who runs our office, and
our South African Trustees. Finally I’d like to pay especial tribute to
Sonja Bass and Jill Richards, both of whom have been so supportive to
me in their roles as musicians, trustees and friends, and without whom
we would surely not have had such a positive and productive year.
On behalf of us all at Buskaid, I wish you Compliments of the
forthcoming Festive Season and thank you all very warmly for your
continuing support.

Rosemary
............................................................................................................

SPONSORS JULY 2007 - NOVEMBER 2008
South Africa

Redefine Income Fund, William Kentridge, Barloworld,
Leaders Unlimited, Siemens Limited, Sentinel Steel,
Classic fM (sponsorship in kind)

International

The Annenberg Foundation, Buskaid (UK) including The Inspired Gaming
Group and the Wingate Trust, Buskaid (USA)

Fund for Tertiary Study Abroad

The Ernest Oppenheimer Memorial Trust, Anonymous (South Africa),
Jonathan and Teresa Sumption, The Royal Northern College
of Music
BBC Promenade Concert
Xstrata
Additional support from The Monteverdi Choir & Orchestra,
Hoares Bank, Ivor Ichikowitz, Andrey Kidel, Richard Williams
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New Zealand Tour

The New Zealand Government, Creative New Zealand,
Saatchi and Saatchi, with additional event sponsors

Soweto Strings DVD
The Paramount Group

.............................................................................................................................
WEBSITES OF INTEREST
Buskaid
Mark Kidel
Tony Fabian
Dance for All
Chamber Music New Zealand
Monteverdi Choir and Orchestra
Mollies
Tony Robinson

www.buskaid.org.za
www.calliopemedia.co.uk
www.elysianfilms.com
www.danceforall.co.za
www.chambermusic.co.nz
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WHAT THE CRITICS HAD TO SAY….
BBC Prom

“But then the youngsters of the polished Buskaid ensemble took their place in the
arena for selections from Platée and Hippolyte et Aricie, and with them came an
entirely different style of movement from the South African group Dance for All –
erotic, sinuous, muscular and fiery. By the time all the performers came together for
the final contredanses from Les Boreades a sort of ecstasy had swept over the
auditorium. Rameau will never seem the same again.”
Geoffrey Norris, The Daily Telegraph

“Allotted the dance interludes from Platée and Hippolyte et Aricie for their set, the
Soweto players took the relay baton from Gardiner and the suave-sounding EBS
and sprinted exhilaratingly away with it. And, partnered by the witty, sexy and athletic
choreography of the Cape Town group Dance for All, the result wasn’t just infectiously
appealing: it fitted Rameau’s rhythms to a tee.”
Neil Fisher, The Times -

“In the exhilarating second half, they shared the podium and part of the arena with
two dance companies and the remarkable Buskaid Soweto String Project, directed by
Rosemary Nalden… This could have been an exercise in political correctness, but the
playing and dancing were so full of verve and raw energy, they had the audience
clapping rhythmically by the end, and the seated parts of the auditorium rose to their
feet. The Last Night had come eight weeks early, and with much better music.”
Hugh Canning, The Sunday Times
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“An earthier, more sensual style was supplied by the South African troupe Dance
for All. As if that wasn’t inspiring enough, the brilliant Buskaid Soweto String
Ensemble (directed by Rosemary Nalden) played excerpts from Platée and
Hippolyte et Aricie. This joyous collaboration reached its climax with everyone
combining for a gumboot version of the final dances from Les Boréades,
complete with a Mexican wave (a first?) from the Monteverdi Choir. A lifeenhancing evening, much more of a party than the tiresomely predictable antics
of the Last Night.”
John Allison, The Sunday Telegraph - 

… “things went up a further gear when the Sowetan players and dancers took
over with dances from Platée and Hippolyte et Aricie, expertly played under the
direction of Rosemary Nalden, and came to a rumbustious climax in an all-singing,
all-dancing selection from Les Boréades.”
Martin Kettle, The Guardian - 

“… while the Soweto Strings played from the arena… African drums rolling the
tempi along, and Nalden keeping delicate order. Rigadouns and Tambourins were
punctuated by shouts from Cape Town’s Dance for All, whose jettées were as
thrilling as their Gumboot Dance… But amid the cheers, we should note that the
players from South Africa outnumber the handful of Black Britons in our own
orchestras. Does a child in Soweto have a better chance of playing in a Prom
than a child in London, Birmingham or Manchester?”
Anna Picard, The Independent on Sunday

“Although both Dance for All and Buskaid… are involved in outreach projects
with young underprivileged Africans, their standards are so high that they could
perform creditably alongside the top professionals.”
Barry Millington, The Evening Standard - 

“But then the arena was invaded by the alert, gutsy young Buskaid Soweto String
Ensemble playing Rameau their way under their remarkable trainer Rosemary
Nalden, with lithe young performers from Dance for All to match. And once
European and African forces came together for the final Contredanses, things
could only work up to a hugely enjoyed rampage. Such goings-on!”
Bayan Northcott, The Independent - 

“The 28-strong ensemble, including African drummers in full tribal dress and two
musicians who also joined with Dance for All, played excerpts from Platée and
Hippolyte et Aricie with equal verve and skill to the EBS players, who were
watching. Then there was the dancing, usually in single pairs, men then women,
first in tribal dress, then tie-dyed colourful splendour, before Stomp-like overalls,
tied at the waist, when the group expanded to six. Vibrant, energetic and thrilling
to watch, their performance notched up the atmosphere in the hall again.”
Nick Breckenfield, www.classicalsource.com
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“…The results which we heard on Sunday night are truly astounding. Dressed in
leotards, overalls or traditional Zulu costume, 30 youths played dance music from
Rameau’s operas while others danced to a precise, energetic choreography which
I could not judge but reacted to with joy, pride and tears in my eyes. The grouptaught string players employed the basic virtues of perfect tuning and tight
rhythm. Admittedly the music relies on drones and simple melodies but one
detected only the slightest imperfections when they shared music stands with
Gardiner’s professionals.”
Rick Jones

“Down in the arena the other performing space was taken by the young – some
of them very young – players from Soweto and their director, Rosemary Nalden.
In their hands Rameau exploded with joie de vivre, lifted even higher by the leaps
and somersaults of Dance for All, a young group of dancers who threw themselves
into their South African routines with an unflagging energy that left the audience
feeling exhausted, never mind anybody else. Finally, everybody came together on
the main platform – string players intermingled, dancers sharing choreography,
Gardiner keeping them all on the go. The whole uplifting occasion was an
extraordinary example of how performers from different cultures could come
together and find in the music of one long-dead composer an outlet for all their
creative energies. It was the kind of evening the BBC Proms can bring off like
nowhere else.
Richard Fairman, Financial Times - 

Pre Prom Showcase
“On 15th July, (Buskaid) had the unprecedented honour of playing in a Prom,
as well as having a pre-Prom session. The latter was impressive. Rosemary
conducted the overture to Purcell’s King Arthur, then, after some chat, the 22
players were led by the solo violin in Geminiani’s concerto grosso version of
Corelli’s La Follia.… Stylistically the players are superb. You don’t have to have a
baroque violin and bow to make Biber sound effective.”
Clifford Bartlett, Early Music Review

Blogs
“Finally, someone has done the brilliant Rameau justice. Soweto Buskaid has set
the standard against which all other interpretations must be judged. And the result
was a stadium eruption.”
Igor Toronyl-Lalic, Daily Telegraph
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“Whether playing on their own or within the ranks of the English Baroque Soloists, the
young people’s precision and enjoyment of Rameau’s music was overwhelming.
Furthermore, the dancers among the Ensemble’s own ranks provided a
perfect counterbalance to the French dancers with their powerful but fluid
movement. At the end of a very full programme, the involvement of the whole body
of performers drew in the audience who spontaneously beat time to the music. There
were no incongruities. This transcontinental celebration of music was inspiring for
viewers and performers alike and would have made a fitting conclusion to the Prom
season”.
John Anstee, France

“I knew that we were in for a treat with Sir John Eliot Gardiner and his world-class
musicians – but combined with the creativity, exuberance and humour of Dance for All
and the Soweto String Ensemble, it was an unforgettable performance”.
Adrian Pallant, Wirral

Soweto Strings documentary
“It’s about a charitable classical music project with a terrible name in the Soweto
townships, it’s 90 minutes long, and it has lots of technical jargon about aspects of
musicality that will mean little to non-musicians, but don’t let any of that put you off.
Mark Kidel’s film about Buskaid, the charity set up by Rosemary Nalden in 1992 to
help township children learn and play classical music, is a delight from start to
finish. Largely eschewing unnecessary documentary gewgaws, Kidel builds a vivid and
absorbing film that’s as much about the articulate and expressive Rosemary as it is
about the project.”
Time Out London

New Zealand tour
“This astonishingly musical and committed string orchestra of disadvantaged
teenagers from Soweto played the music as if it was the wildest rock hit, and the
amazing choreography of the Cape Town dance ensemble Dance for All must be
setting new benchmarks for Rameau’s music, freed from the artificialities of Louis XV’s
Paris. …….I might have been seriously alarmed for the hall’s structure if the rhythmic
clapping, stamping and shouting at the end had been any greater.“
Lindis Taylor, The Dominion Post, New Zealand

“A great performance at Auckland’s Town Hall occasionally encourages a few intrepid
supporters to brave the incredulous stares of those around them and give a standing
ovation. Last Saturday night, the Buskaid Soweto String Ensemble got the whole lot
of the stingy buggers on their feet. While the group’s musicality was superb, it was
probably their enthusiasm that got under the audience’s skin. Did someone forget to
tell these kids that classical music is a serious affair?”
Amy Cameron, Metro Live, New Zealand
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A TRIUMPH OF LIGHT OVER DARKNESS
Concert: Buskaid Soweto String Ensemble (Holy Trinity Catholic Church Braamfontein)
Programme: Music by Vivaldi,Telemann, Ravel, Rachmaninov, Chevalier St George
REVIEWED BY REXLEIGH BUNYARD

WE ARE 10 years down the line and not only has Buskaid survived, it has
flourished and continues to fulfil the powerful vision of Rosemary Nalden, that
of training disadvantaged youngsters to participate expressively in top quality
music-making on their stringed instruments.
Buskaid’s triumph is one of light over darkness, insight and dedication over
apathy and mediocrity, of grace, elegance and passion over neglect, misery and
violence - no mean feat in a society so often dominated by the latter in each case.
Noticeable throughout their polished performance was their total involvement and
enjoyment of Baroque, Classical and more modern musics, including some of
their own.
Extraordinary perseverance and consistent, disciplined attention both to
essentials and to detail, are the hallmarks of this ensemble. They have
successfully made transition to the “second phase” of their organisation, ie
having lost some of their original, most advanced members to the workplace,
they are now training others who started later, up to similar levels of excellence.
Stylistic integrity, clarity, contrast and cohesion characterised their tricky
programme. Energetic pizzicatos in ‘cellos and basses, made the ensemble really
fizz in the Sinfonia Concertante no 13 of Chevalier St Georges, a black American
composer who lived from 1745 to 1799.
Solo passages were negotiated with agility and verve by Simiso Radebe and
Kabelo Monnathebe, although their intonation was not entirely secure at times.
Vivaldi’s concerto for two violins and two ‘cellos featured a minefield of rapid
string crossings, made even more demanding for the virtuosic lower string
soloists (Gilbert Tsoke and Abel Selacoe) due to the briskly invigorating tempo.
Ravel’s “Pavane” pour un Infante défunte impressed with its integrated internal
harmonic balance in the complex chordal structures. Dynamically this was
sensitively shaded. An air of understated tragedy pervaded Rachmaninov’s
haunting Vocalise.
We were charmed entirely by the voices of Cecilia Manyama (Son of a Preacher
Man) and Mathapelo Matabane (Fever) in marvellous jazz string arrangements by
Timothy Kraemer.
Young South Africans from all walks of life can take a leaf from the book of
Buskaid’s students, some of whom have moved on into the fields of medicine and
interior design, among other careers.
While they may not have much time to rehearse intensively any more due to busy
professional lives, what they have gained from participation in Buskaid’s
incredible journey has provided them with lifeskills just as valuable in their chosen
fields: focus and organisation, communication and expression, to name but a few.
31st October – 07 November 2008 SA Jewish Report
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